WHAT'S IT WORTH? FINDING JURY VERDICTS & SETTLEMENTS
by Carol Furnish - Assistant Director for Instruction/Professor of Law Library Services - Chase Law

The process of locating jury verdicts or settlements can be time consuming as the information is not formally reported and rarely shows up in local newspapers. You can save time by referring to this checklist of sources when evaluating a damage claim. The Chase Law Library provides access to many jury verdict and settlement resources in print or web based formats. Remember the web based subscriptions can be accessed when you visit the library. This article also lists the verdict and settlement materials found on LexisNexis and Westlaw. Please note there are several multivolume general practice titles such as Causes of Action or Am Jur Trials that may also cover your issue.

Kentucky

- Finding Figures

Kentucky Trial Court Review - Published monthly by the Kentucky Trial Court Review. Civil jury verdicts are reported. Contact via web site http://juryverdicts.net. Publisher offers similar reports for Indiana and Tennessee.

The Kentucky Trial Court Review - Year In Review - Kentucky Trial Court Review also publishes an annual review of jury verdicts. This resource evaluates the jury verdict data and provides verdict summaries by case type and by region. The resource reports win loss records, jury verdict ranges, average awards and the percentage of reported verdicts for the state. This publication lists the most prolific attorneys and law firms.

Kentucky Verdict Survey - Jury Verdict Research publishes annual state verdict surveys for several states including Kentucky and Ohio. The latest verdict survey for Kentucky was published in 2001.

- Background Information

The Advocate
Bimonthly journal published by the Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys. KATA offers detailed verdict and settlement information to its members.
Kentucky Damages Awards: Personal Injury & Intentional Torts; Analysis of Specific Dollar Awards by Type of Injury or Action  Published annually 1993 to 2000 by West Group.

Kentucky Law of Damages
By Ronald W. Eades and published by West Group, 2005. Westlaw Access - KYDAM

Kentucky Products Liability Law
Kentucky Wrongful Death Actions

Proof of Personal Injury Damages in Kentucky

Proving and Disputing Damages in Kentucky
By Robert F. Duncan and published by the National Business Institute, 1996.

* National Sources

ATLA Law Reporter
The monthly journal is published by the Association of Trial Lawyers of America. The publication surveys verdicts and settlements from across the country. The print source is available at the Cincinnati Law Library or the UC Law Library. Westlaw Access - ATLA's Litigating Tort Cases and ATLA Convention Reference Materials.

BNA - Bureau of National Affairs Publications  (Chase Law Library Web Access)

CCH - Commerce Clearing House Publications  (Chase Law Library Web Access)
The Products Liability and Safety Library includes several product liability and consumer safety resources: the Products Liability Reporter; The Law of Products Liability and the Consumer Products Safety Guide.

Personal Injury Valuation Handbooks
Published by Jury Verdict Research, LPR Publications. The series features an annual range of awards for specific types of injuries and describes award trends.

An annual publication by LexisNexis, Matthew Bender. The resource lists personal injury verdicts and settlements from across the country. LexisNexis Access - Library VERDICT File WORTH

LEXISNEXIS

Verdicts Library [VERDICT]
Jury Verdicts and Settlements Combined ALLVER
Kentucky Trial Court Review KYJURY
National Law Journal Annual Verdict & Settlement Review NLJVER
Verdicts Settlements & Tactics VERST
Mealey Publications Library (MEALEY)

WESTLAW

Databases:
Jury Verdict and Settlement Summaries LRPKY-JV
Jury Verdicts - 6th Circuit JV-6th
Kentucky Jury Verdicts Combined KY-JV
Kentucky Jury Verdicts Plus KY-JV-PLUS
Kentucky Trial Court Review Jury Verdict Summaries KY-KTCR-JV
Practising Law Institute Handbooks Series PLI